Some Kenny Rogers crossover hits: "__," "The Gambler" and "Lucille"

"I Hope You __" is by Lee Ann Womack

Tim McGraw sang "Live Like You Were __" in 2004

"This Kiss" and "Breathe" are by __ Hill

Keith __ sang "You'll Think of Me" and "Once In A Lifetime"

Billy Ray Cyrus sang "Achy __ Heart"

John __: "Thank God I'm A Country Boy"

The Oak Ridge Boys had a hit with "__" originally by Kenny Rogers

"Any Day Now" by Ronnie __ was a hit in 1982

"Always on My Mind" & "On the Road Again" were hits for Willie __

"I Love A Rainy Night" is by Eddie __

The group __ combined country and southern rock

Jennifer Nettles & Jon __: "Who Says You Can't Go Home?"

Kenny __ & Uncle Kracker sang "When The Sun Goes Down" in 2004

__ Gayle sang "Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue" in 1977

"That Don't __ Me Much" is a crossover hit for Shania Twain

Kenny Rogers & Dolly Parton dueted on "__ in the Stream" in 1983

Sheryl Crow teamed up with Kid Rock in 2002 for "__"

Glen __ won both pop and country Grammies in 1967

Waylon __ sang the theme to The Dukes of Hazzard

Their song "Amazed" made it to #1 on the pop and country charts

Reba __ is sometimes referred to as "The Queen of Country Music"

LeAnn Rimes and Trisha __ have both sung "How Do I Live?"

Carrie __ is an American Idol, CMA, Grammy and Billboard winner

John __'s "Pink Houses" and "Jack & Diane" have a country sound

She had a pop hit with "I Fall To Pieces" in 1961

He is second to Elvis Presley as a bestselling solo artist

They remade "Life is a Highway" for the movie Cars

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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